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Morphological Modeling of the City 
and Its Transportation System: 
A Preliminary Investigation 

C. J. KRISTY, M. Y. RAHI, AND C. S. Hsu 

The morphologica,I ludy of a growing entity, such as a city deals 
with its structw·e and form. In biological sciences morphological 
analysis is e ential for understanding the functions of the com· 
poueut parts of a growing system. Lik wi e, for city planners there 
is a need to really understand how a city grow , develops, and 
evolves. Urban growth components have been identified as objects 
of a system, wher tbe ystem is defined as a set of objects togeU1er 
with relationship among these object . A morphological model of 
a city the1·efore attempts to relate urban growth or decay lo the 
urban infraslrncture, such as its tran portatiou and other life· 
supporting sy ·temi;. This paper serves a an introduction to the 
morphological modeling of the city in general and the transpor· 
talion ·ystem in particular. Since profe.<;.~ional of many disciplines 
ore involved in city planning aud design it is expected that the 
mor11hological modeling of city ystem al o will Involve knowledge 
distilled from ·everal disciplines. Research findings in the areas 
of automaton, control, and stochastic theories could be intcgralcd 
adva11tagcously for use in such modeling through interdisciplinary 
research involving biologists control system engineer city plan· 
ners, system analy ts, aud lrnnsportaUon engineers. ln this paper 
an explanation is presented of the mol'phology of city systems in 
term of their growth and decay patterns and the basics of <"Ontrol 
theory, and, finally, 11 brief introduction i given lo th biometrical 
modeling of the city. Several real-world applications of imple 
morphological and allometric methods a11plied to transportation 
systems plamdng are described. The need for a coordinated lrafl · 
fel' of knowledge inilially developed in systems control lo urban 
y tern design is discu sed. Jt is expected that such re eardt will 

greatly benefit professionals involved in urban sy terns design and 
management, since morphological modeling of city systems will 
put the design component of the city in a new per 1>ecti e. Several 
important and valid rea ons are given thal illustrate lhe superiority 
of morphological modeling over conventional analytical modeling 
as currently practiced. 

One of the delights of science is the discovery and rediscovery 
of pattern of order in nature. These patterns are awe ·ome 
n t just for their beauty but because they sugge t an order 
undel'lying their growth (and decay). This basic pattern-form· 
ing process indicates that certain proportion. and limits ccur · 
over and over again in all forms of nature. an the harmony 
that is apparent in naturaJ forms be transplanted to man-made 
forms, such as the metropolis? With advancements in land 
use and communication theories coupled with even mo.re spec· 
tacular stride made io biometrics and control theory an inter
disciplinary inquiry deserves critical investigation. 
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The purpose of this paper i · to erve as an intr duction to 
the morphological modeling of the city in general and the 
transportation system in parl'icular. M rphology is defined a 
the . cience of structure and form of a growing entity. A m.or· 
phological modeling of the city therefore attempts to relate 
urban growth to the urban infrastructure , such as water dis· 
tribution sy tern , ewage and waste water di po al system 
land use activiry systems, power Lran mi ion sy tems elec
tronic communication systems emergency management sys
tem', su1face (road an.d rail) transp rtation ystems and so 
on . 

Over the year city planner have felt a need to really under· 
stand how a city grows, devel ps , and evolves (1). Because 
it is known that the development of one growth componenl 
is related in ome way to that of the other components, the 
need to e tablish these relationships i Logical. F r in ranee, 
the land u ·e pattern of a city doe n l develop independently 
fit · transport facilitie · on the contrary, ii form. a closed

loop system (1, 2}. [ndeed, urban growth component have 
long since been identified as· objects' of a system where the 
"system" i 'a set of objects together with relationshjp between 
the object " (2, 3). 

In biology morphological analysis deaJ with function of 
component part of a growing system. Biometrical modeling 
deal wi.th the optimality of the performance of component 
part· under various condition ' . For urban ystem , however 
no such modeling exists to date, although some analogies 
between the characteristics of urban component and th se 
of biological components have been roughly drawn. Most 
urban sy ·tem model in us today are of rbe analylical typ . 
lt has been pointed out that the parameter of growth reia
tionsh'ips of urban components must be int rpreted differently 
from ab ·tract biology because unlike the typical biological 
sy tern where the growth informati n is fixed and embedded 
in rhe genes the corre ponding growth in formation in urban 
systems is determined by numerous deci ions made by the 
policy makers over time (4) . 

Although a few researchers have demonstrated the u · and 
application of morphological analysis in system planning and 
design (5, 6, 7) , there is sti ll a great need to ·tudy tbe metab
oli ·m of urban growth and the metabolic perfomianc of the 
morphological components of the city. It i al. oeces acy to 
identify the potential impacts of urban components on each 
other and on the total growth of the city. Therefore , it can 
be concluded that with ut uch knowledge and under tand
ing, the exact diagnosis and pr gn sis of urban prob! ms and 
their treatment are well nigh impossible. Analogous to med-
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ical science, it is the knowledge and understanding that the 
medical profe ·. ion has acquired about biological systems that 
allow its members to cientifically diagnose and cure the dis
eases of their patients. It can therefore be hypothesized that 
a critical examination of the growth and decay components 
of the ity will reveal va luable insights in diagnosing urban 
problem ·. A morphological modeling of the city hopefully 
will permit one to understand urban problem through new 
ideas in automaton, control, and stocha tic theories . 

A word should be said about the form of this paper. The 
problem i one of pre. enting a subject where virtually every
thing is related to everything else. The crucial ideas center 
around severa l topics, and , therefore, questions such as what 
to present and when and which juxtapositions and continuities 
to hold and which to break are all problematic. However, the 
many detours and digressions hopefully will interest both the 
serious travelers and the casual spectators. The sum and sub
stance of this paper may be read as proposing a problem or 
question, not as supplying a final answer; all it does is to lay 
the groundwork for further investigation and dialogue. 

DEFINITIONS 

Some of the basic concept used in this paper are borrowed 
from the biological sciences and are defined briefly here. 

Feedback Systems 

Control systems that utilize feedback are called feedback sys
tems. They are composite systems with at least two compo
nents: (a) a controlled ystem that is desired to execute a 
·pecific activi.ty through the manipulation of the inputs by an 
amount depending on the deviation of the system at each time 
t from its desired po .ition at that time and (b) a controlling 
sy tern thaL compute the deviation of the controlled system 
from its de ired behavior and then provides appropriate input 
to tbe controlled sy tem by receiving a signal input from the 
environment and from the controlled system as a feedback. 

Adaptive Systems 

Sy rem that exhibit adaptive behavi r are ca lled adaptive 
sy terns. These sy tern can modjfy their activity , if neces ary 
to bring uch activity to a preferred (or op timal) state with 
respect lo particular environmenta l situations. Input-output 
error-actuated device are good examples of these systems. 
Biological organi ms demonstrate many different kinds of 
adaptive behavior. Understanding the adaptive behavior of 
natural sy terns is very important to biologi ts and psychol
ogists. Likewise the concepts are highly u eful to the applied 
scienti ·ts and engineers who would like to incorporate bio
logical adaptive systems as prototypes for man-made systems. 

Biological Systems 

A biological system has an inside and an outside. It possesses 
physically obvious compartments or organs and tissues that 
are composed of microscopic cells and relatively homogene-
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ous entitie caJI d organelles. As opposed to a closed ystcm, 
a biological sy ·rem, like all other physical systems, is truly an 
open system. An open sy ·tern is affected by its environment, 
wherea a closed system i isolated from it environment. A 
biological system also is a dynamic system since it shows a 
delayed response (i.e., its response to an output variable is 
not instantaneous but delayed because of the time taken for 
the input's effects to be transmitted to the system output). 
Feedbac)< is one of the mo t important phenomena occurring 
in dynamic biological sy rems. The feedback mechani m may 
be illu trated by an example of th rmoregulation. When the 
temperature information is fed back from the skin via the 
nervous system, the thermoregulatory center initiates action 
to regulate temperature at its desired level. If the information 
fed back indicates that the skin temperature is too low signals 
are transmitted by the thermoregulat ry system to the muscles 
to increase oxidation and , hence, augment the heat supply to 
the body. The reverse happens if the skin temperature is too 
high (8). 

Morphology 

As pointed out earlier, morphology is the science used to 
study the form and structure of a sy tern and the functions of 
the components. In pther words, a system can be defined 
uniquely by its morphology. A morphological study or anal
ysis is, therefore, es. ential in understanding the behavior and 
vital characteristics of any y tern. Biologists are con ·tantly 
using morphology in studying biological systems. Although 
the term rarely is used in general ystems theory, systems 
analyst can in many way be regarded a. mo.rpbologists. Zwicky 
(9 JO) defined the exploratory techniques of systems planning 
and de ign as morphological methods. The method cons.ists 
of de cribing the parameters and the fundamental aspects of 
a system process that is already known. The con tituent ele
ments of the process can be seen as a set of elements where 
each element may have several alternatives-that is, there 
are alternative morphologies (each made up of different ele
ments) for the process as a whole. These alternative mor
phologies are described fully by the lattice of combinations 
of all alternatives for each element of the set with all other 
alternative elements in the set (6). The word "analysis" is not 
enrirely de criptive of the techrnique's usefulness, for it can 
be employed both in forecasting future changes in forms or 
structures and as a normative device for pointing to possible 
future innovations in such forms (9, 11). 

Allometry 

Allometry defines the relationships between the form func
tionals of a system. Allometric relations (or at least correla
tions) between various pairs of different kinds of measure
ments yield insights into the underlying rationale of the objec_ts 
under study and ultimately reveal how and why the objects 
behave the way they do. Rosen (12) points out that most of 
the important examples on allometry are drawn from growing 
systems. In growing systems the values a umed by a specific 
form functional (x) become an explicit function of real time 
t. This is so because the form F of the system is itself changing 
in real time: F = F(t), and so x(F) = .x[F(t)] = x(t). Given 
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two form functionals x(1) y(t) defined on growing sy tems it 
is possible to eliminate tinte between them and to obtain a 
re lation involving x , y ul ne . Th most familiar growth law 
satisfied by a biological form functional x(t) is that its increase 
is proporti.onal to it magnitude at any instant. T herefore, 

x(t) = kx 

where k is a constant. This equation, characteristic of many 
biological systems, leads to 

wher x0 i the value of the form functional x at s m initial 
time 10. Sy tern · obeying this equation are said to be growing 
exponentially. Now, for two form functionaJs x, y of a system 
with exponential growth, we have 

which leads to 

[n other words at lea t for growing system whenever any 
two form functional of the system are growing exp nentia!Jy, 
lhey are necessarily related by an allometric Jaw. However, 
it should be noted that exponential growth rates are not the 
only ones yielding allometric laws (12). The allometric con· 
stants a, 13 (known as " structural onstants" of the system) 
are respectively, a ratio of initial vaJues and the rati of a 
pair of rat c.:unsta11t . Since lhe ratio of any pair f rnte 
con tants is always independent of time the allometric for
mulation of the rate of growth equation can subst itute for / 
a particular form functional a, a kind of " physiological time'' 
(i. e., the rate of growth of a form functional i no longer to 
be measured with regard to absolute time t but rather with 
respect to another form functional). 

CITY SYSTEMS AND THE SYSTEM 
APPROACH IN PLANNING 

The idea of system temm d originally from the biological 
sciences and the early development of ystems tl1inking wa 
associated with the biologi t Ludwig von Bertalanffy (13). Jn 
bis General System Theor_y Bertalanffy viewed system ' cienc 
a the unity of the conception of the world who e general 
principles are seen everywhere in inanimate things, organ
ism , and mental and sociaJ processes. T he mathematical def
initions of a general system are best given as follows (14): 

• A set of implicitly defined formal objects , 
• A set of elementary transformations T, 
• A set of rules P for forming sequences T, and 
• A set of statements indicating ini tial forms of the formal 

objects for u ·e in generating new forms of the objects. 

It will be useful at this point to examine the various kinds 
of systems as defined by systems philosophers: 
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• Natural r concrete y ·tem - a nonrandom a cumula
tion f matter-energy, in a region of physical space-lim ', that 
i nonrandomly organized into coacting interrelated ub y • 
terns or components (15). Laszlo (16) tate that the natu
rnlsy ·tem (e.g. atoms, m 1ecule; , crystal , cell vi ruses 
organ isms ecologie , societie ) are characte rized by the mea
surable nonrandom regulari ty f the coactions of thei r com
ponents generating conceptual invariances i.e., different 
equations ta ti.ng functional relationships between variabl ). 

• CognHive sy tems- a system con tituted by mind-event , 
including perceptions sensation , f eling volition , dispo· 
sitions, thoughts, memories and imagination-that i , any· 
thing present in the mind (16). 

hadwick (6) how how a system can be characterized 
along with severa l sub ·y tem as an input-output proce 
through which there i a flow- information , energy or mat
ter. He points out that the human body is a commonly ob erv
able ·ystem; t he relationship of man to his etting is an eco
sy ·tem-a community and its habitat a group of organisms, 
and the oil , water, climate and other phy ical featu.re. of 
the environment. According to Di e (11), . uch ecosystems 
can be of any size, from a dr p of pond water to the whol 
earth and a ll it plant , animals, and httman inhabitants , but 
both are ystems in proce s exchanging matter and energy 
continually between community and habitat. 

The evolution of system. thinking ha encouraged re carch
e rs to apply thi approach to tbe modeling of human deci i n 
making in a sociophysical environment. Sociologi ·ts have 
applied these models to study problems in ociology and other 
ocial ·ciences that have been dealt with traditionally by phi

losophers. Th y have tressed that both the conceprion f the 
structure and the dynamic process of complex ociocultural 
system require a better understanding of the microprocesses 
underlying the macrolevel. Ashby (18) warn that a normal 
analy i of a sy ·tem will not be adequate to understand the 
system because a normal analysis pr cess give us only a va t 
number of separnte parts or item f informalion , the results 
of whose interactions no one can predi t. 

The systems approach still is used widely in urban studie 
and urban planning. Chadwick (6) view· planning itself a a 
conceptual system that tart with two direction of enquiry: 
the recognition and description of the y. tern and the for· 
mulation of criteria for its testi_ng which advantageously pro
ceed side by ide. He notes that planning deals with very large 
sy terns that are in cybernetic terms, very complex , have large 
variety and can at best be specified only incompletely. 
Accordi.ng to him, planning hould be een as dealing with 
stochastic pr c es to pecify the system statisticaJly. The 
real world , he continue , is a complex system of both natural 
and man-made things that can be di cerned to have a mor
phology with a characteristic and complex endogenou behav
ior und rgoing irreversible change through the pa ing of time. 
Mesarovic (19) consider the city a complex system capable 
of counterintuit ive response , and it can be properly under-
tood and controlled only if the interaction between four 

basic urban factor - the iDdividual, rhe groups of people liv
ing or working together the natural environment and the 
man-made or technological environment- are accounted for 
properly. Alfeld and Meadows (20) po.int out that almost all 
of the urban programs initiated in the l970s for rai ing the 
quality of urban life in American citie were failure becau e 
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planners were looking at city pr blems on an individual com
ponent basis. The ·e authors empha ize the need for a new 
theory to deal effectively with urban behavior· thi theory 
must embrace a conceptual under tanding of the city a. a 
whole through various interrelated activities or functions. 
Doxiadis (21) views the crisis in cities through a systematic 
study of city growth. He explains this as follows: 

• The city is a system of people living together, pooling 
their energies, and developing a community with a common 
economy that is growing out of balance in certain areas. Peo
ple and the energy produced by them grew in the past at the 
same rate with the resultant economk growth, thus indicating 
a balance in the city system among people, energy, economy, 
and physical formation. The system components, however, 
have developed an imbalance during the last hundred years 
because of the differing rates of growth of population energy 
and economy. Th commercial form of energy that helped 
people go far out of the cities ha resulted in a system that 
cannot be supported properly in economic terms . This situ
ation has, in effect, afflicted the citizens for the most part 
and, to a greater extent , the weakest economic groups of 
society. 

• The city, like any other growing system, develops an 
increasing degree of complexity that is always served in nature 
or in society by corresponding physical and institutional struc
tures. These structures do not correspond to the complexity 
of today's city systems as effectively as they did in the past. 

Chadwick ( 6) gives a general classification of systems prob
lems and concludes that the problems exhibited in the field 
of town and regional planning fall into three broad classes 
that can be stated in the form of the following questions: 

• The analysis problem-the system exists in fact and its 
structure is or can be known; how will the system behave on 
the basis of a knowledge of its structure? 

• The black box situation-the system exists but nothing 
is known about it, and its structure cannot be determined by 
direct means; how can one ascertain the behavior of the sys
tem and, if possible, its structure? 

All of the above discussions on systems approach lead to 
one conclusion: the city systems, apparently perfect for the 
application of systems theory, should be adequately and com
pletely defined and advantageously modeled so that the exist
ing developments in systems concepts can be utilized effectively. 

CITY FORM 

Thal the city is characterized by form is an e tablished fact· 
the form is one of impressive variety and social expression. 
From a phy ical standpoint, urban form exhibits huge vari
ation-from concentric cities to linear ci1ie . However urban 
form i. not merely a matter of descriptjve geometry. 

The idea of form essentially has two aspects: morphological 
and conceptual. Morphologically the idea of form refers to 
its visible aspects in terms of the arrangement of part and 
delimited entities. On the other hand , conceptually, the idea 
of form refe rs to its componential and inferential a pect , in 
term of appearance, of imputation, and of differentiation of 
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parts. The significance of these two aspects is illustrated in 
Table 1. 

Form follows function and is fitted to function; function 
also is fitted to form. Variation of form may (as in urban 
form) be seen as an adjustment to the level of function. For 
example, in an urban area one might make adjustments of 
first-order functions, such as defense and security, and these 
might induce adju tments in econd-order function , such a 
tran portation , bu iness, and industry , which , i'n turn, might 
then force adjustments in third-order function such a the 
economy, and these may cau e ad ju tments to be made in 
fourth-order functions, such as individual life-styles, access to 
the social structure, and mobility. And so the list goes on. 

Urban form can be regarded as an agency of input-output 
process, as an instrument or ystem of commerce aod industry, 
as a complex pattern of paths and locations, or as social space. 
In all these examples of the idea of form there i an unmis
takable linkage between form as product and form as pro
cess-in other words, between form and form giving (22). 

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALOGY OF THE CITY 

Biologi ts and paleontologists consistently have investigated 
the growth pattern of entities in term f the relation hip 
among ystem components and between the component and 
the whole. They have been ucce sfu l in e tablishing 01e state 
of equifinality (i.e. a growth tatu in which the components 
of entities with growth characteristics grow in time at an estab
lished rate). y terns having growth phenomena such a bio
logical organism , have been tudied morphologically for a 
long time. The relation hip. between the component have 
been reported to approximate aUometric relation of the form 

m = aMb (a, b > 0) 

where 

m = measurement of the system component, 
M = measurement of the whole system, and 

a and b = constant characteristics of the system's 
components. 

The urban system has been considered as a system of growth 
phenomena consisting of several components which them
selves behave as growing systems. Bertalanffy and Naroll (23) 
demonstrate that the relative growth of urban and rural pop
ulations in nations and regions can be usefully compared by 
fitting power function equations to the observed growth of 
these components. Stewert (24) discovered a regular allo
metric relationship between the urban fraction of the popu
lation of the United States and its total population over 15 
decades of growth. The allometric relations are based on the 
principle that during the growth of a system, some basic mea
surements of system components remain proportional to con
stant powers of measurements of the whole system. Thus, an 
allometric formula can be used in the measurement of relative 
growth in whic11 a given dim n ion of a part of a system is 
compared to the corresponding dimension of another part of 
the same system or of the whole. This make allometric anal
ysis very useful for designating the difference in proportions 
correlated with changes over time in absolute magnitude of 
the total system or of the specific components under consid-
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TABLE 1 IDEA OF FORM AND URBAN FORM GIVING (22) 

Urban Form Urban Form Giving 

Moroholog1ca1 

Arrangement 

of parts 

Market determination or land use patterns and building types; 

Topographical/geographic determination of land use patterns 

and building types: 

Ecological distribution patterns and processes; 

Boundaried System determination of urban functions, location, articulation, pattern: 

entity 

Realization 

of essence 

System models in planning and management development of cities; 

Urban physical/social structures as developmental functions of 

interests, needs, goals of human community; 

Utopian, ideal, designed cities as realization of human values 

inherent in the human community; 

Conceptual 

Appearance Physical structures of city = r (urban social structures): 

Social structures of city = f (urban physical structures); 

Imputation The symbolic shrine/palace city of archaic/classical urbanisms; 

Urban rorms as social/perceptual spaces; 

Urban social form as social constructions; 

Differentiation Types of cities in terms of dominant functions; 

Types of cities in terms of dominant culture/economy/polity; 

Types and runctions of urban social structures. 

eration . In tudying growth phenomena, the constant a of the 
allometric equation is termed the initial growth index, while 
b is termed the equilibrium constant or, in absolute size com
parisons, the limiting equilibrium constant. 

Based on the concepts discussed above, we formulate some 
morphological analogies of city systems: 

• Natural systems such as living organisms grow on the 
basis of their fixed morphology. The processes of nature are 
carried out in the best possible manner, described by allo
metric equations. Similarly, the components of the city also 
must grow in certain proportion to the whole system. The 
design for the city's form and structure should be planned so 
that its growth is optimal. In other words, the infrastructure 
systems of the city should be designed such that the total 
energy expenditure (e.g., movement from one place to another) 
is the minimum. 

• The growth decisions for a living organism are made by 
its genes according to ome fixed optimality criteria. For a 
city, planners and deci ion makers correspond to genes in a 
living system. They ought to follow certain rules to be devel
oped from a morphological modeling of the city for the pur
pose of normative planning. 

Therefore, it can be pointed out that a clear understanding 
of a biological growth process in terms of the genes and mor-

phological components will be useful in developing the criteria 
for the appropriate growth of a city. 

BIOMETRICAL MODELING OF THE CITY 

In this section we try to describe the city systems in terms of 
the governing theories of biometry. It is important to inves
tigate how mathematical modeling is accomplished for the 
biological system through the use of concepts and theories 
developed originally by engineers and applied scientists. The 
fo llowing is a brief account of the theories that we believe 
will be useful for modeling the city. 

Theory of Abstract Dynamical Systems 

The theory of abstract dynamical y tern i obtained by turn
ing around the theory of clas ical mechanics. By u. ing the set 
of rule of classical mechanics 1hat tell how eacb ob ervable 
of a system may be expressed in terms 'f the stat of the 
system at each instant of lime as postulates, it is possible to 
specify a new clas of tale of the system that atisfies the 
postulates. According to the theory of input-output sy terns, 
any external force impressed on the ystem in general , i 
called an input to the ·y ·tem, and any observable of the system 
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that can be expressed as a continuous function of the coor
dinates is called an output of the system. Rosen (12) for
mulated the central problem in the theory of ab tract dynam
ical system as follows: by manipulating tJ1e inputs to a dynamical 
ystem , can one force the system to produce a preassigned 

output? ln other words, can an appropriate choice of input 
be made that will cause a y tem to a sume a preassigned 
state? 

Theory of Optimal Control 

The inputs to a dynamical system generally are called controls . 
The application of external forces, or contra.ls, to a mechanical 
system may greatly alter the et of state. the system may 
assume. Rosen (12) states the central problem of control by 
using the following example: if a ballistic missile or space 
vehicle a ·sume a trajectory that differs from the one desired , 
is it pos ible by means of appropriate controls to force the 
vehicle back to the desired trajectory? Consequently, the 
question that derives from the theory of optimal control i 
I.his: how can the inputs to a system be chosen in such a 
manner that the transition to the preassigned tate is made 
in the "best possible" way? For optimal control of a linear 
dynamic system , two t11ings must be defined: (a) an admissible 
set of systems that will exhibit the behavior desired and (b) ome 
ki11d of index of the activity, or cost functional in t rm of 
tbe ·et of possible controls, which is to be minimized. Most 
of the applications of the theory of optimal control are con
cerned wit11 bringing a dynamical y ·tem from some initial 
tate to some desired final state at some terminal time. 

Theory of Adaptive Systems 

According to this theory, the state of a system at any instant 
is given by the values assumed at that instant by an appropriate 
set of "state variables," which in the case of dynamical systems 
are linear combinations of the outputs of the system. For an 
adaptive system there exists for each possible input a set of 
one or more preferred states or outputs. If the system is not 
initially in a preferred state, the system will act so as to alter 
its state until one of the preferred states is achieved. Rosen 
(12) indicates the problem in the theory of adaptive systems 
as follows: given a system, together with an input f(t), an 
output g(t), and a preferred response of the system with input 
f(t) as h(t) 4' g(t), how can the actual response be altered 
to achieve the preferred response? The ways in which this can 
be done are two: (a) the desired response h(t) can be achieved 
by modifying the input f(t) until it becomes identical with an 
input k(t) known to produce h(t) and then presenting this 
modified input to the system, and (b) the desired response 
h(t) can be achieved by causing an alteration to the transfer 
function so that it takes the form of a function known to belong 
to a system that produces h(t) from input f(t). Possibility (a) 
appears to be the characteristic of many applied feedback 
systems because of the simplicity in implementing it . Here, 
the input is modified by means of the feedback loop and 
converted to an error signal that tends the system toward the 
desired response. Possibility (b) is a rather more drastic one 
involving a change in transfer function of an input-output 
system. Adaptation in many biological systems and others of 
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technological interest frequently is governed by pos ibility 
(b), which is also known. as "feedback through parameters." 
Thi is the reason why biological proce ses often are nonlinear 
when considered from the viewpoint of ystems theory . It is 
also interesting to note that naturally occurring adaptive sys
tems often choo e po sibility (b) rather than possibility (a). 

Theory of Finite Automata 

The theory of finite automata is u eful in modeling the sim
plest forms of behavior (25). Ao automaton is considered to 
be an object capable of receivin~ a finite number of signals, 
s E (s,, s2 , ••• , sN), at every in tant of time / = 1, 2, ... , 
and changing it internal state in accordance with the e sig
nals. The automaton can carry out a finite number of action , 
f E (!1, [ 2 , • .• , f~). The choice of the action is determin.ed 
by the internal states, <l> E (<j> ., <1>2 •.. , <j>,.,)- the number m 
is called the memory capacity of the automaton. It is as urned 
that the automaton is situated in a certain environment and 
that the action of the automaton cau e responses s of the 
medium C. These respon es are, in turn , tJ1e input signals of 
the automaton. It use them to decide its further action . 
T etlin (25) formulate the behavior of people in a town a a 
problem that can be well described in terms of the theory of 
finite automata. In U1is problem given a town with a popu
lation of N people and n regions with room for b,, b2 , ••• , 

b,, persons and m factori.es who e demand for labor is a1 a2 , 

. . . , a,,, persons it is as umed that N = a 1 + . .. + a,., = 
b·1 + ... + b,,. The population distribution is given in the 
form of a matrL-..: (x,1), 1 ::; i .s m, 1 s j s: 11 , where x11 is the 
number of person living in the jth ection and working in the 
itb factory . Therefore, 'L,x1; = a; 'I.pt11 = b1• The distribution 
of factories and sections is such that a per on with an index 
(i, j) need time 111 to get to work. Now if the town resid nts 
exchange living quarters to shorten their commuting time 
how can one describe the dynamics of the population redis
tribution in the town as a result of add.res changes and describe 
the distribution that i reached in the limit? A determination 
of such a table population distribution i important in fore
casting traffic flows in a city that is in the planning state . 

SOME APPLICATIONS 

Examples of the use of simple morphological and allometric 
methods applied to transportation systems planning are given 
below. 

Morphological Method Applied to New Town 
Design 

Chadwick (6) has applied the morphological method as an 
exploratory technique in examining po ible options and com
binations in designing a new town ( ee Figure 1). An alarming 
number of possibilities results in 2 x 3 x 5 x 4 x 4 x 
5 x 4 x 3 x 3 x 3 X 2 x 2 X 3 = 3,110,400. Of course 
the best way of reducing this incredible number is to eliminate 
those option that have i11ternal incon istencies; for example, 
a linear town cairnot possibly have a triangular treet network. 
ln addition, uch factors as the topography of the town site 
would further eliminate some of the options. Figure l illus-
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Regional pattern I Dispersed l I Concentratedl 

Regional network ~ I Radial I j Linear I 
Regional transport (mode) 

Overall town form 

~ r Transit! I Waterway) I Motorway) I Hovercraft! 

jDis persedJ [L'iM;;:"! !concentrated'! I Stellar} 

Town network Radial/Concentric I Gridl Directional 
rid 

Triangular 
rid 

Town transport (mode) Road/Bus I I Road/Car 11 Transit I I Dial-a-busl [g 

Employment location (basic) Dispersed Concentrated Commuter 
i.e. Regional 

Employment location (service) Dispersed Concentrated Commuter 
i.e. Regional 

Residential location New employmentj I Near recreation I !Near servicesJ 

Residential density [B I Medium] I High 

Service centre location 

Educational location 

I Hierarchical] j Polynucleated I 
~ I Campus 

Recreational space pattern ~I .wedge[ I Dispersed] 

FIGURE 1 Morphological method applied to a new town design. 

trates the various factors and the choices available under each 
of these factors. 

The concept of morphological analysi · was perceived and 
applied by Zwicky as early a 1942. He advocated its use in 
tile fields of discovery, invention and re earch. In his own 
words (9): 

Morphological analy is and morph logical pla1ming and exccu
don of large· calc project ha,re been conceived for the cxpr 
purpose f properly appraisi11g all of the facts (or scientifically 
speaking, the boundary condili n ·) needed for the biased deduc
rion of the po ibl olutions to nny given problem. Only a(tcr 
all of these solutions have been thoroughly evaluated do we elect 
the one among them that best sati Cic our requirements. 

The merit of this approach lie. in it s extraordinary sugges
tive power that resu.lts from its sy tematjc explora tory behav
ior. Because of thi power, the whole class of di coveries and 
inventions in a given fie ld are made possible not on ly system
atically but also imuJtaneou ly. 

Efficiency of Alternative Network Designs 

Diff rem geometric patterns of road network are a sociated 
with different relative accessibili ties . Smeed and hi a o iates 

wer able to calculate the average di tance traveled on the 
treet of a city by the shorte t route and Lheir calculations 

revealed that d = 0.87A •n, where di. the distance traveled 
in miles and A is the area covered by th city in qua re miles . 

meed also e tabli hed allometric relationship between d and 
A on a variety of st.I'eet patterns a ·hown in Figure 2, indi
cating the advantage or otherwise of adopting a particular 
configuration of street (26). 

Alternative Routing Systems 

H lroyd studied a variety of differing routing systems for 
circular cities. Some use internal or external ring roads, whereas 
others rely on radial and grid pattern lattices. The efficiency 
of the networks is evaluated in Table 2 for internal trip . 
Figure 3 shows the networks and average distances traveled 
between random pairs of prints. This procedure allows one 
to determine the type of street configuration most suitable 
for adoption in a city. Table 2 shows the average length of 
trips and the street length for each configuration. Note that 
trip length ranges from 0.905 miles to 2.237 miles. The most 
efficient alternatives are the radial, internal ring, and rectan
gular, as shown in Figure 4 (26). 
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FIGURE 2 Efficiency of alternative city networks. 

TABLE 2 A VERA GE LENGTH OF TRIPS IN A CIRCULAR 
CITY 

CONFIGURATION 

1. DIRECT 
2. RADIAL 
3. EXT. RING 
4. INT. RING 
5. RADIAL-ARC 
6. RECTANGULAR 
7. TRIANGULAR 
8. HEXAGONAL 

TRIP LENGTH 
(MILES) 

0.905 
1.333 
2.237 
1.445 
1.104 
1.153 
0.998 
1.153 

STREET LENGTH 
(MILES) 

00 

24 
30.28 
27.14 
42.84 

28 
43 
45 

Morphological Analysis of a Metropolitan Highway 
System 

The benefits to be derived from morphological modeling of 
the city are versatile. Since professionals of many discipli nes 
are involved in city planning and de ign, it is expected that 
the application of morphological modeling of city systems also 
will involve several disciplines. For the sake of illustration, 
let us consider the design of some components of an urban 
transportation system. City population can be considered as 
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I. DIRECT 2. RADIAL 3. EXTERNAL RING 

••• 4. INTERNAL RING 5. RADIAL-ARC 6. RECTANGULAR 

• 7. TRIANGULAR 8. HEXAGONAL 

FIGURE 3 Alternative routing systems. 
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FIGURE 4 Average trip length versus street length. 

the 'most important measurement of the city as a whole entity 
(M); its component systems will have some measurements, 
m, that are to be determined for design purposes using the 
allometii.c relationship 

m = aMb (a, b > 0) 

where a is the initial growth constant and b is the equilibrium 
constant of the growing systems under con ideration. For 
example, the total number oftrjp made by the city population 
on an average day can be con idered as the measurement, m , 
of the transportation comp nent of the y tern . U ·ing the 
statistical data with reference to M and m an important rela
tionship between these two variable can be derived where 
con. tants a and b can be calibrated. This relationship can be 
used for future design in estimating the expected number of 
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total trips where the city population can be projected to a 
horizon year. 

Now the total number of trips can be used as M for the 
1 ran portation system (now a whole sy t m it elf), am.I com
pone nt of the transportation system, ay the length of road 
in the city, can be considered for design. By denoting th 
total length of road a /11 and using the mmph I gica l rela
tion hip between total number of trip per day and road length . 
one can continue to establish th r ·y tern components , thus 
shooting for the proper balance in the sy tern at any instant 
in time. This will enable the engineer to determine any defi
ciency or surplus in the provision of roads and to take a tion 
accordingly. Since both deficiencies and surplu in a system 
are reasons for imbalance the procedure will help t identify 
th source of problem the city migbt face at ome late r time. 

The result of these analyses will indicate patterns that may 
be considered as " norm reflecting a collective societal logic 
in determining wha1 is good for society. Tl is a proven fact , 
although not widely known , that there are many partial equi
libria among an urban y ·tem' component and each one of 
them is connected with an equilibrium norm. In the simple 
applicati.on given above the following ix questions ar being 
raised: 

1. What are the norms that are able to maintain the existing 
highway and mass transportation facilities within an urban 
area? 

2. What structure (network) parameters can be identified 
that bring order (or disorder) to the existing highway and 
mass transportation system? 

3. How do the equilibrium parameters and norms interact 
among and between them elves in providing a given level of 
service for transporting people? 

4. What is the en ·jtivity f highway and mass transportation 
components to change in the demand for tran ·portation? 

5. Can these sensitive c mponent b sorted out and then 
used for attaining an optimum arrangement toward balancing 
the highway and mass tran portalion facilicie ? 

6. Can land use arrangements coupled with sensitive com
pon nts of transportation be incrementally or radically altered 
for optimizing traffic flow vis-~.-vis harmonious land use 
patterns? 

Balkus and Olsen (4) have applied a morphological analysis 
approach to a metropolitan highway system t e tablish an 
allometric relationship between M, the demand measured by 
mile. driven per day per square mile of land area; L the 
availability f facilili · for meeting this travel demand mea -
ured by road miles per square mile; F, miles of driving surface 
measuTed in foot miles per square mile; and d, tbe vehicular 
trip end densities. 

M = 36.09d°·s122 

F = 0.3458d0•6081 

L = 0.0319M0•
5522 

R2 = 0.86 

R2 = 0.94 

R2 = 0.80 

One can perform a sensitivity analysis from the above size 
compari on becau e the exponents are the corresp nding 
ela ricitie . Structural parameters can be discovered through 
such morphological analy i . Also , these three relationships 
can help one to vi ualize the regularities of the highway sy -
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tern's arrangement, and they also can help to serve as criteria 
in laying out a highway system in a new community or, pos
sibly, correcting a system already existing. 

NEED FOR RESEARCH 

The discussions in the previous sections encourage one to 
believe that for a proper growth of the city system, an intel
ligent growth control system, if available, will be useful to 
the decision makers of the city. An intelligent control system 
is defined as an adaptive control system where the range of 
uncertainty to handle the system is substantially wide. The 
objective of intelligent control systems is to ensure an accept
able performance of the controller over a wide range of uncer
tainty. Three approaches that have the potential for intelligent 
control are as follows (27): 

• Expert system as adaptive elements in a control system, 
• " Fuzzy" cal ·ulations as decision-producing elements in 

a control sy tem, and 
• "Neural networks" as compensation elements in a con

trol system. 

The fir t two approaches have been used extensively but 
narrowly in several areas of urban planning in the last decad 
with ome uccess. The third approach using neurnl network 
has attracted re ·earch rs in control theory quite recently. A 
neural network has be n defined a a ystem of interconnected 
element modeled after the human brain. A network of " neu 
ronlike" units operates on data all at one rather than step 
by tep. One of the interests of researcher f neural networks 
is the investigation of the op ration and structure of biological 
neural network . Algorithmic work in neura l n tw rks has 
concentrated on computationally intensive area · of signal pro
cessing, such a adaptive pattern recognition real-time pee.ch 
recognition, and image interpretation. In systems and control 
real-time identification and controJ of large flexible structures 
in aerospace i one such example of a computationally inten
sive area. Concepts developed in the e area might be useful 
in controlling and planning urban areas. 

It is obviou · that an integration of concepts and th ories 
developed over the last few years is es. ential t pr vide deci
ion maker of city sy tem a useful tool ba ed on biological 
y tem morphology. The model may be able to apprehend 

the complexity of problems associated with th growth of city 
sy terns thu · erving the purpose of making appropriate pol
icy decisions by the city planner . Since thi approach of 
understanding city system is innovative and promising the 
following objectives may be undertaken in uch research : 

• Studying the decision making mechanisms relating to the 
"growth of the city sy tern" in various type of citie (growing, 
table, or decaying) across the nation ; 

• Analyzing the problem involved in decision making 
processes that currently exist in cities; 

• Examining critically the cleci ion making mechanism u ed 
by biological system to maintain their growth (findings of 
re earch on neural network might help in thi investigation); 

• Identifying important morphological component of the 
city similar to the morphologicaJ elements of a biological 
sy tem) and analyzing their functions in structming the city· 
and 
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• Uti lizing the research finding in developing a d ci "ion 
making model for intelligent control of Lhe city by policy 
makers (this model will serve as a useful tool for city engineers 
and planner in analyzing alternative plans and in providing 
sufficient information to policy makers in adopting the opti
mum course of action in a given situation). 

More specifically, in the preliminary stages of research the 
following task may be accomplished to develop the model: 

1. Identify system parameters. 
2. Determine a "minimal" set of physical variables to be 

used as state variables of the system model. 
3. Determine or hypothesize the component models (i.e., 

the relationship among state variables). 
4. "Connect" component models or define compartments 

to generate an overall model. 
5. Specify the desired system responses (external and inter

nal, measurable and inaccessible). 
6. Specify admissible inputs (e.g., available resources and 

current policies). 
7. Determine the "cost functional" (performance index, 

system objective) of the system. The notion of carrying capac
ity could be emphasized. 

After the model is developed, a case study could be under
taken. This could include the following: 

• Analysis of the system, 
• Synthesis (optimality), 
• Simulation, and 
• Refining of models via aggregation of variables, com

partments, and so on. 

Finally, research could be performed to operationalize the 
model. This would include the following: 

• Physical interpretation of results obtained from case 
studies, 

• Implementation i ues (feasibility and reality), and 
• Comparative studies (i.e., advantages over other 

methodologies). 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, one might well ask the following. Why is mor
phological modeling uperi r to conventional analytical mod
eling and why doe it lead planner in more productive direc
tions'? Eleven important and valid reasons answer this question: 

J. Morphological modeling iJ1berently is compatible with 
the y tems approach, well known to planners, and provide 
a ound basis for the diagnosis and prognosi of urban problems. 

2. Morphological modeling reveals va luable in ight re
garding th growth and decay of various c mponent of the 
city as well a the entire well being of the city. 

3. It can be employed both in forecasting future changes 
and as a normative device in pointing to possible future changes 
and need for control. 

4. Cities are a complex system of both natural and man
made components that can be discerned to have a morphology 
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undergoing irreversible change through time. The myriad 
interactions between individuals, groups of individuals, and 
the natural and man-made environment can best be captured 
through morphological model . 

5. Analytical models currently used in solving urban prob
lem· in the 1970 and 1980 have proved to be partial failures 
because they have examined individual components of the 
city system. 

6. Natural systems grow on the basis of their fixed mor
phologies and can be described precisely by allometric equa
tion . Similarly, the components of the city must grow pref
erably in certain fixed morphologies to the whole system. 
Hence the need for morphological and allometric analy is. 

7. Morphological modeling ha extraordinary suggestive 
power that result from it ystematic exploratory behavior. 

8. Application of morphological analy is OJ1 a broad and 
reali tic basil for policy-di_rected urban analy is harmonizes 
with the need for overall improvement of the quality Of life. 

9. The steps in such analysis are highly interrelated, 
sequential straightforward, and direct. 

10. Recognizing the importance of morphology and allom
etry, Dutton states the following (28): 

Allometric concepts and the analy is of relative growth may 
help to fill our current vacuum of ignorance concerning rele
vant norms of ocietal growth and change. As humanity take 
con cious control of 1he planet which haped 1he spc::cics, the 
analysis of relative growth can indicate what cbangc ar • pos-
iblc which arc mo t likely and to some degree, which may 

be desirable. By anending to change.~ iu hape of our social 
organism, we may become more competent in shaping change. 

1J. Zwicky, who wa responsible for introducing mor
phological analy, i to the . cientific community, writes the 
following in connection with morphology 9): 

Morphological analysi and morphological planning and exe
cution of large- cale projects have been conceived for the cxpre s 
purpose of properly appraising all of the fact (or scientifically 
peaking, the boundary conditions) needed for the unbia ed 

deduction of the po siblc solutions lo any given problem. Only 
after all of these solutions have been thoroughly evaluated do 
we select the one among them that best satisfies our 
requirements. 

The concept of morpho.logical m deling of city system is 
a relatively new and innovative idea in urban planning, design, 
and control. The imilarity that city y Lem have to biological 
sy tern in their growth and decay command the immediate 
attention of researcher in the areas of city sy terns planning, 
transportation, control theory, and biometry. Therefore, a 
coordinated research is essential to transfer knowledge already 
developed in ,ystems control and microbiology to urban y -
terns design and contrnl. lt is expected that S\JCh research will 
greatly benefit professionals involved in urban system, design 
and management because morphological modeling of ity sy -
terns will put all of the design components of the city into one 
per ·pective. 

An explanation is pre ented of ity y terns the morpho
logical analogy of the city in terms of growth and decay pat
tern and control theory and , lastly , of biometrical rn deling 
of the city. Still, there are much larger que lions that remain 
unanswered, and these hopefully will be addressed when fur
ther research is carried out. 
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